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Manuscript letter:
Louis J. M. Daguerre to an unknown recipient, dated 10 May 1841.

Dear Sir,
The letter which you have been so kind as to write to me shows that you still take interest in my scientific labours & I am highly sensitive to your flattering remembrance.

Mr. Arago [has] as announced at the Academy the new discovery I have made merely to note the date; for though the principle of it is found, I must still study the application of it before I can give it to the public.

You will easily conceive that a graphics that will give the means of affixing the image of a mobile object, that of a running horse for instance, will not allow me to expose more or less time the sensitive plate to the action of light according to the intensity of it, but that on the contrary the action will be produced in a very short time, in a small fraction of a second. Consequently such a process must be studied in all it's details before it will give a result that will satisfy me in point of art.

I regret that my occupations have not yet allowed me to complete this improvement which, I am certain, by means of a simple modification be as well applicable to the process on paper.

I am very sorry not to be able to give you more information about this for the present; as soon as the thing will be complete I will very readily let you know all about it.

Believe me, Dear Sir,
Your Obedient

10th May
Daguerre
1841

[End of text.]

EDITOR’S NOTES:
A similar letter addressed to Robert Hunt is dated 19 February 1841.¹

Daguerre’s admitted his “improved” process as being “rather complicated,” The process received scant notice nor incorporation into practical use.